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Abstract
We construct projective covers of irreducible V -modules in the
category of grading-restricted generalized V -modules when V is a ver-
tex operator algebra satisfying the following conditions: 1. V is C1-
cofinite in the sense of Li. 2. There exists a positive integer N such
that the differences between the real parts of the lowest conformal
weights of irreducible V -modules are bounded by N and such that
the associative algebra AN (V ) is finite dimensional. This result shows
that the category of grading-restricted generalized V -modules is a fi-
nite abelian category over C. Using the existence of projective covers,
we prove that if such a vertex operator algebra V satisfies in addition
Condition 3, that irreducible V -modules are R-graded and C1-cofinite
in the sense of the author, then the category of grading-restricted gen-
eralized V -modules is closed under operations P (z) for z ∈ C
×. We
also prove that other conditions for applying the logarithmic tensor
product theory developed by Lepowsky, Zhang and the author hold.
Consequently, for such V , this category has a natural structure of
braided tensor category. In particular, when V is of positive energy
and C2-cofinite, Conditions 1–3 are satisfied and thus all the conclu-
sions hold.
0 Introduction
In the present paper, we construct projective covers of irreducible V -modules
in the category of grading-restricted generalized V -modules and prove that
the logarithmic tensor product theory developed in [HLZ1] and [HLZ2] can
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be applied to this category when V satisfies suitable natural cofiniteness and
other conditions (see below). Consequently, for such V , this category is a
finite abelian category over C and has a natural structure of braided tensor
category. We refer the reader to [EO], [Fu] and [HLZ2] for detailed discus-
sions on the importance and applications of projective covers and logarithmic
tensor products.
For a vertex operator algebra V satisfying certain finite reductivity con-
ditions, Lepowsky and the author have developed a tensor product theory
for V -modules in [HL1]–[HL7], [H1] and [H6]. Consider a simple vertex op-
erator algebra V satisfies the following slightly stronger conditions: (i) V
is of positive energy (that is, V(n) = 0 for n < 0 and V(0) = C1) and V
′
is equivalent to V as V -modules. (ii) Every N-gradable weak V -module is
completely reducible. (iii) V is C2-cofinite. Then the author further proved
in [H11] (see also [H8], [H9]; cf. [Le]) that the category of V -modules for such
V has a natural structure of modular tensor category. This result reduces
a large part of the representation theory of such a vertex operator algebra
to the study of the corresponding modular tensor category and allows us to
employ the powerful homological-algebraic methods.
The representation theory of a vertex operator algebra satisfying the three
conditions above corresponds to a chiral conformal field theory1. Such a
chiral conformal field theory has all the properties of the chiral part of a
rational conformal field theory. In fact, in view of the results in [H10] and
[H11] (see also [H8], [H9]; cf. [Le]), one might even want to define a rational
conformal field theory to be a conformal field theory whose chiral algebra
is a vertex operator algebra satisfying the three conditions above (see, for
example, [Fu]).
In the study of many problems in mathematics and physics, for example,
problems in the studies of mirror symmetry, string theory, disorder systems
and percolation, it is necessary to study irrational conformal field theories.
1In this introduction, though we often mention conformal field theories, we shall not
discuss the precise mathematical formulation of conformal field theory and the problem of
mathematically constructing conformal field theories. Instead, we use the term conformal
field theories to mean certain conformal-field-theoretic structures and results, such as
operator product expansions, modular invariance, fusion rules, Verlinde formula and so on.
See [H2]–[H10] and [HK1]–[HK2] for the relationship between the representation theory of
vertex operator algebras and conformal field theories and the results on the mathematical
formulation and construction of conformal field theories in terms of representations of
vertex operator algebras.
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If we use the definition above as the definition of rational conformal field
theory, then to study irrational conformal field theories means that we have
to study the representation theory of vertex operator algebras for which at
least one of the three conditions is not satisfied.
In the present paper, we study the representation theory of vertex op-
erator algebras satisfying certain conditions weaker than Conditions (i)–(iii)
above. In particular, we shall not assume the complete reducibility of N-
gradable V -modules or even V -modules. Since the complete reducibility
is not assumed, one will not be able to generalize the author’s proof in
[H6] to show that in this case the analytic extensions of products of in-
tertwining operators still do not have logarithmic terms. Thus in this case,
the corresponding conformal field theories in physics must be logarithmic
ones studied first by Gurarie in [G]. The triplet W-algebras of central
charge 1 − 6 (p−1)
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p
, introduced first by Kausch [K1] and studied extensively
by Flohr [Fl1] [Fl2], Kausch [K2], Gaberdiel-Kausch [GK1] [GK2], Fuchs-
Hwang-Semikhatov-Tipunin [FHST], Abe [A], Feigin-Ga˘ınutdinov-Semikhatov-
Tipunin [FGST1] [FGST2] [FGST3], Carqueville-Flohr [CF], Flohr-Gaberdiel
[FG], Fuchs [Fu] and Adamovic´-Milas [AM1] [AM2], are examples of ver-
tex operator algebras satisfying the positive energy condition and the C2-
cofiniteness condition, but not Condition (ii) above. For the proof of the
C2-cofiniteness condition, see [A] for the simplest p = 2 case and [CF] and
[AM2] for the general case. For the proof that Condition (ii) is not satis-
fied by these vertex operator algebras, see [A] for the simplest p = 2 case
and [FHST] and [AM2] for the general case. A family of N = 1 triplet
vertex operator superalgebras has been constructed and studied recently by
Adamovic´ and Milas in [AM3]. Among many results obtained in [AM3] are
the C2-cofiniteness of these vertex operator superalgebras and a proof that
Condition (ii) is not satisfied by them.
In [HLZ1] and [HLZ2], Lepowsky, Zhang and the author generalized the
tensor product theory of Lepowsky and the author [HL1]–[HL7] [H1] [H6]
to a logarithmic tensor product theory for suitable categories of generalized
modules for Mo¨bius or conformal vertex algebras satisfying suitable condi-
tions. In this theory, generalized modules in these categories are not required
to be completely reducible, not even required to be completely reducible for
the operator L(0) (see also [Mil]). The general theory in [HLZ1] and [HLZ2]
is quite flexible since it can be applied to any category of generalized mod-
ules such that the assumptions in [HLZ1] and [HLZ2] hold. One assumption
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is that the category should be closed under the P (z)-tensor product ⊠P (z)
for some z ∈ C×. Since the category is also assumed to be closed under
the operation of taking contragredient, this assumption is equivalent to the
assumption that the category is closed under an operation P (z) (see [HLZ1]
and [HLZ2]). There are also some other assumptions for the category to be
a braided tensor category.
This logarithmic tensor product theory can be applied to a range of differ-
ent examples. The original tensor product theory developed in [HL1]–[HL7],
[H1] and [H2] becomes a special case. We also expect that this logarithmic
tensor product theory will play an important role in the study of unitary
conformal field theories which do not have logarithmic fields but are not nec-
essarily rational. For a vertex operator algebra associated to modules for an
affine Lie algebra of a non-positive integral level, Zhang [Zha1] [Zha2] proved
that the category Oκ is closed under the operation P (z) by reinterpreting,
in the framework of [HLZ1] and [HLZ2], the result proved by Kazhdan and
Lusztig [KazL1]–[KazL5] that the category Oκ is closed under their tensor
product bifunctor. It is also easy to see that objects in the category Oκ
satisfy the C1-cofiniteness condition in the sense of [H6] (see [Zha2]) and the
category Oκ satisfies the other conditions for applying the logarithmic tensor
product theory in [HLZ1] and [HLZ2]. As a consequence, we obtain another
construction of the Kazhdan-Lusztig braided tensor category structures.
In the present paper, we consider the following conditions for a vertex
operator algebra V : 1. V is C1-cofinite in the sense of Li [Li]. 2. There
exists a positive integer N such that the differences of the real parts of the
lowest conformal weights of irreducible V -modules are less than or equal to N
and such that the associative algebra AN (V ) introduced by Dong-Li-Mason
[DLM1] (a generalization of the associative algebra A0(V ) introduced by Zhu
[Zhu2]) is finite dimensional. 3. Irreducible V -modules are R-graded and are
C1-cofinite in the sense of [H6]. Note that the first part of Condition 2 is
always satisfied when V has only finitely many irreducible V -modules and
also note that if V is of positive energy and C2-cofinite, V satisfies all the
three conditions 1–3 (see Proposition 4.1).
When V satisfies Conditions 1 and 2, we prove that a generalized V -
module is of finite-length if and only if it is grading restricted and if and only
if it is quasi-finite dimensional. Grading-restricted generalized V -modules
were first studied by Milas in [Mil] and were called logarithmic V -modules.
When V satisfies these two conditions, we prove, among many basic prop-
erties of generalized V -modules, that any irreducible V -module W has a
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projective cover in the category of grading-restricted generalized V -modules.
The existence of projective covers of irreducible V -modules is a basic as-
sumption in [Fu] and, since Condition 2 implies that there are only finitely
many irreducible V -modules, this existence says that the category of grading-
restricted generalized V -modules is a finite abelian category over C.
Using this existence of projective covers, we prove that if V satisfies
Conditions 1–3, the category of grading-restricted generalized V -modules is
closed under the operation P (z) for z ∈ C
× and thus is closed under the oper-
ation ⊠P (z). We also prove that other conditions for applying the logarithmic
tensor product theory in [HLZ1] and [HLZ2] developed by Lepowsky, Zhang
and the author hold. Consequently, this category has a natural structure of
a braided tensor category.
Note that if, in addition, V is simple and the braided tensor category
of grading-restricted generalized V -modules is rigid, then the results of the
present paper show that this category is a “finite tensor category” in the
sense of Etingof and Ostrik [EO] (cf. [Fu]). We shall discuss the rigidity in a
future paper since it needs the generalization of the author’s result [H7] on
the modular invariance of the q-traces of intertwining operators in the finitely
reductive case to a result on the modular invariance of the q-(pseudo-)traces
of logarithmic intertwining operators in the nonreductive case.
Since a positive energy C2-cofinite vertex operator algebra satisfies Con-
ditions 1–3, these conclusions hold for such a vertex operator algebra2.
For many results in this paper, we prove them under weaker assumptions
so that these results might also be useful for other purposes. Some of the
proofs can be simplified greatly if V satisfies stronger conditions such as
the C2-cofiniteness condition but we shall not discuss these simplifications.
Almost all the results in the present paper hold also when the vertex operator
algebra is a grading-restricted Mo¨bius vertex algebra.
The present paper is organized as follows: In Section 1, we given basic
definitions and properties for generalized modules. We study cofiniteness
conditions for vertex operator algebras and their modules in Section 2. We
2In a preprint arXiv:math/0309350, incorrect “tensor product” operations in the cate-
gory of finite length generalized modules for a vertex operator algebra satisfying the C2-
cofiniteness condition were introduced. The counterexamples given in the paper [HLLZ]
show that the “tensor product” operations in that preprint do not have the basic prop-
erties a tensor product operation must have and are different from the tensor product
operations defined in [HLZ1] and [HLZ2] and proved to exist in the present paper (see the
paper [HLLZ] for details).
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also discuss associative algebras introduced by Zhu and Dong-Li-Mason in
this section. In Section 3, we prove that if V satisfies Conditions 1 and
2 above, then any irreducible V -module W has a projective cover in the
category of grading-restricted generalized modules. In particular, we see that
this category is a finite abelian category over C. In Section 4, we prove that if
V satisfies Conditions 1–3, the category of grading-restricted generalized V -
modules is closed under the operation P (z) for any z ∈ Z
× and thus is closed
under the P (z)-tensor product ⊠P (z). The other assumptions needed in the
logarithmic tensor product theory are also shown to hold in this section.
Combining with the results of [HLZ1] and [HLZ2], we obtain the conclusion
that this category is a braided tensor category.
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1 Definitions and basic properties
In this paper, we shall assume that the reader is familiar with the basic no-
tions and results in the theory of vertex operator algebras. In particular,
we assume that the reader is familiar with weak modules, N-gradable weak
modules, contragredient modules and related results. Our terminology and
conventions follow those in [FLM], [FHL] and [LL]. We shall use Z, Z+, N,
Q, R, C and C× to denote the (sets of) integers, positive integers, nonnega-
tive integers, rational numbers, real numbers, complex numbers and nonzero
complex numbers, respectively. For n ∈ C, we use ℜ(n) and ℑ(n) to denote
the real and imaginary parts of n.
We fix a vertex operator algebra (V, Y, 1, ω) in this paper. We first recall
the definitions of generalized V -module and related notions in [HLZ1] and
[HLZ2] (see also [Mil]):
Definition 1.1 A generalized V -module is a C-graded vector space W =∐
n∈CW[n] equipped with a linear map
YW : V ⊗W → W ((x))
v 7→ YW (v, x)
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satisfying all the axioms for V -modules except that we do not require W
satisfying the two grading-restriction conditions and that the L(0)-grading
property is replaced by the following weaker version, still called the L(0)-
grading property: For n ∈ C, the homogeneous subspaces W[n] is the gener-
alized eigenspaces of L(0) with eigenvalues n, that is, for n ∈ C, there exists
K ∈ Z+ such that (L(0) − n)
Kw = 0. Homomorphisms (or module maps)
and isomorphisms (or equivalence) between generalized V -modules, gener-
alized V -submodules and quotient generalized V -modules are defined in the
obvious way.
The generalized modules we are mostly interested in the present paper
are given in the following definition:
Definition 1.2 A generalized V -module W is irreducible if there is no gen-
eralized V -submodule of W which is neither 0 nor W itself. A generalized
V -module is lower truncated if W[n] = 0 when ℜ(n) is sufficiently negative.
For a lower-truncated generalized V -module W , if there exists n0 ∈ C such
that W[n0] 6= 0 but W[n] = 0 when ℜ(n) < ℜ(n0) or ℜ(n) = ℜ(n0) but
ℑ(n) 6= ℑ(n0), then we say that W has a lowest conformal weight, or for
simplicity, W has a lowest weight. In this case, n0 is called the lowest con-
formal weight or lowest weight of W , the homogeneous subspace W[n0] of
W is called the lowest weight space or lowest weight space of W and ele-
ments of W[n0] are called lowest conformal weight vectors or lowest weight
vectors of W . A generalized V -module is grading restricted if W is lower
truncated and dimW[n] < ∞ for n ∈ C. A quasi-finite-dimensional gener-
alized V -module is a generalized V -module such that for any real number
R, dim
∐
ℜ(n)≤RW[n] < ∞. A generalized V -module W is an (ordinary)
V -module if W is grading restricted and W[n] = W(n) for n ∈ C, where
for n ∈ C, W(n) are the eigenspaces of L(0) with eigenvalues n. A gener-
alized V -module W is of length l if there exist generalized V -submodules
W = W1 ⊃ · · · ⊃Wl+1 = 0 such that Wi/Wi+1 for i = 1, . . . , l are irreducible
V -modules. A finite length generalized V -module is a generalized V -module
of length l for some l ∈ Z+. Homomorphisms and isomorphisms between
grading-restricted or finite length generalized V -modules are homomorphisms
and isomorphisms between the underlying generalized V -modules.
Remark 1.3 If W is an R-graded lower-truncated generalized V -module or
if W is lower-truncated and generated by one homogeneous element, then
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W has a lowest weight. In particular, V or any irreducible lower-truncated
generalized V -module has a lowest weights.
Remark 1.4 The category of finite length generalized V -modules is clearly
closed under the operation of direct sum, taking generalized V -submodules
and quotient generalized V -submodules.
Proposition 1.5 The contragredient of a generalized V -module of length l
is also of length l.
Proof. Let W = W1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Wl+1 = 0 be a finite composition series of
W . Then (W/Wi)
′ can be naturally embedded into (W/Wi+1)
′. We view
(W/Wi)
′ as a generalized V -submodule of (W/Wi+1)
′. Then (W/Wl+1)
′ ⊃
(W/Wl)
′ ⊃ · · · ⊃ (W/W1)
′ = 0. Moreover (W/Wi+1)
′/(W/Wi)
′ is equiva-
lent to (Wi/Wi+1)
′. Since Wi/Wi+1 is irreducible, (Wi/Wi+1)
′ is irreducible
(see [FHL]) and then (W/Wi+1)
′/(W/Wi)
′ is irreducible. Thus (W/Wl+1)
′ ⊃
(W/Wl)
′ ⊃ · · · ⊃ (W/W1)
′ = 0 is a composition series of length l.
Proposition 1.6 An irreducible grading-restricted generalized V -module is
a V -module.
Proof. Let W be an irreducible generalized V -module. Let W(n) be the
subspace of W[n] containing all eigenvectors of L(0) with eigenvalue n. Then∐
n∈CW(n) is not 0 and is clearly a V -submodule ofW . SinceW is irreducible,
W =
∐
n∈CW(n), that is, W is graded by eigenvalues of L(0).
Proposition 1.7 A generalized V -module of length l is generated by l ho-
mogeneous elements whose weights are the lowest weights of irreducible V -
modules.
Proof. Let W be a generalized V -module of length l. there exist general-
ized V -modules W1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Wl+1 = 0 such that Wi/Wi+1 for i = 1, . . . , l
are irreducible generalized V -modules. Since Wi/Wi+1 for i = 1, . . . , l are
irreducible, they are all generated by any nonzero elements. Let wi for
i = 1, . . . , l be homogeneous vectors of Wi such that wi + Wi+1 are low-
est weight vectors of Wi/Wi+1 for i = 1, . . . , l, respectively. Since Wi/Wi+1
for i = 1, . . . , l are irreducible, wi +Wi+1 for i = 1, . . . , l are generators of
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Wi/Wi+1. We claim that wi for i = 1, . . . , l form a set of generators of W . In
fact, let W˜ be the generalized V -submodule generated by wi for i = 1, . . . , l.
We need to show that W = W˜ . Since Wl =Wl/Wl+1 is generated by wl, we
see thatWl ⊂ W˜ . Now assume thatWm ⊂ W˜ . Then since Wm−1/Wm is gen-
erated by wm−1 +Wm, every element of Wm−1/Wm is a linear combination
of elements of the form u1n1 · · ·u
k
nk
(wm−1 + Wm) = u
1
n1
· · ·uknkwm−1 + Wm.
Thus elements of Wm−1 are linear combinations of elements of the form
u1n1 · · ·u
k
nk
wm−1 + w where w ∈ Wm. Since u
1
n1
· · ·uknkwm−1 ∈ W˜ and w ∈
Wm ⊂ W˜ , u
1
n1
· · ·uknkwm−1 + w ∈ W˜ . So Wm−1 ⊂ W˜ . By the principle of
induction, W =W1 ⊂ W˜ .
Proposition 1.8 A quasi-finite-dimensional generalized V -module is grad-
ing restricted. An irreducible V -module is quasi-finite dimensional.
Proof. If a generalized V -moduleW is quasi-finite dimensional, then for any
n ∈ C,
dimW[n] ≤ dim
∐
ℜ(m)≤ℜ(n)
W[m] <∞.
If for any R ∈ R, there exists n ∈ C such that ℜ(n) ≤ R and W[n] 6= 0, then
clearly dim
∐
ℜ(m)≤RW[m] = ∞ for any R ∈ R. Contradiction. So W must
also be lower truncated.
If W is an irreducible V -module, then there exists h ∈ C such that
W =
∐
n∈h+NW(n). Clearly W is quasi-finite dimensional.
Proposition 1.9 Every finite-length generalized V -module is quasi-finite di-
mensional.
Proof. Let W = W1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Wn ⊃ Wn+1 = 0 be a finite composition series
of W . Then for R ∈ R,
∐
ℜ(m)≤RW[m] is linearly isomorphic to
n∐
i=0
∐
ℜ(m)≤R
(Wi/Wi+1)[m].
Since Wi/Wi+1 for i = 0 . . . , n + 1 are V -modules, that is, they are L(0)-
semisimple and grading restricted, by Proposition 1.8, they are all quasi-finite
dimensional. So
dim
∐
ℜ(m)≤R
(Wi/Wi+1)[m] <∞.
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Thus dim
∐
ℜ(m)≤RW[m] <∞.
2 Cofiniteness conditions and associative al-
gebras
Definition 2.1 For a positive integer n ≥ 1 and a weak V -module W , let
Cn(W ) be the subspace of W spanned by elements of the form unw where
u ∈ V+ =
∐
n∈Z+
V(n) and w ∈ W . We say that W is Cn-cofinite or satisfies
the Cn-cofiniteness condition ifW/Cn(W ) is finite dimensional. In particular,
when n ≥ 2 and W = V , we say that the vertex operator algebra V is Cn-
cofinite.
Remark 2.2 The C2-cofiniteness condition for the vertex operator algebra
was first introduced (called “Condition C”) by Zhu in [Zhu1] and [Zhu2]
and was used by him to establish the modular invariance of the space of
characters for the vertex operator algebra. The C1-cofiniteness condition was
first introduced by Nahm in [N] and was called quasi-rationality there. In
[Li], generalizing Zhu’s C2-cofiniteness condition, Li introduced and studied
the Cn-cofiniteness conditions. Note that in the definition above, when n = 1
and W = V , the cofiniteness condition is always satisfied.
In the case of n = 1 and W = V , there is in fact another version of
cofiniteness condition introduced by Li in [Li]:
Definition 2.3 Let Ca1 (V ) be the subspace of V spanned by elements of the
form unv for u, v ∈ V+ =
∐
n∈Z+
V(n) and L(−1)v for v ∈ V . The vertex
operator algebra V is said to be Ca1 -cofinite or satisfies the C
a
1 -cofiniteness
condition if V/Ca1 (V ) is finite dimensional. For the reason we explain in the
remark below, we shall omit the superscript a in the notation, that is, we
shall say V is C1-cofinite or satisfies the C1-cofiniteness condition instead of
V is Ca1 -cofinite or satisfies the C
a
1 -cofiniteness condition.
Remark 2.4 The C1-cofiniteness condition in Definition 2.3 can also be de-
fined for lower-truncated generalized V -modules (see [Li]). But it is now
clear that this cofiniteness condition is mainly interesting for vertex operator
algebras, not for modules, while the C1-cofiniteness condition in Definition
2.1 is only interesting for weak modules, not for vertex operator algebras.
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This is the reason why in the rest of the present paper, we shall omit the su-
perscript a (meaning algebra) in the term “Ca1 -cofinite” for V , that is, when
we say that a vertex operator algebra is C1-cofinite, we always mean that it
is Ca1 -cofinite.
Definition 2.5 A vertex operator algebra V is said to be of positive energy
if V(n) = 0 when n < 0 and V(0) = C1.
Remark 2.6 Positive energy vertex operator algebras are called vertex op-
erator algebras of CFT type in some papers, for example, in [GN], [B] and
[ABD]. We use the term “positive energy” in this paper because there are
many other conformal-field-theoretic properties of vertex operator algebras
and, more importantly, because the term “positive energy” gives precisely
what this condition mean: If the vertex operator algebra V is the operator
product algebra of the meromorphic fields of a conformal field theory so that
as an operator acting on this algebra, L(0) = L(0) + L(0) is equal to the
energy operator, then the energy of any state which is not the vacuum is
positive and the energy of the vacuum is of course 0.
Remark 2.7 Using the L(−1)-derivative property, it is easy to see that the
Cn-cofiniteness of a weak V -module W implies the Cm-cofiniteness of W for
1 ≤ m ≤ n and, when V is of positive energy, the C2-cofiniteness of V implies
the C1-cofiniteness of V .
The following result is due to Gaberdiel and Neitzke [GN]:
Proposition 2.8 ([GN]) Let V be of positive energy and C2-cofinite. Then
V is Cn-cofinite for n ≥ 2.
Proposition 2.9 Assume that all irreducible V -modules satisfy the Cn-cofiniteness
condition. Then any finite length generalized module is Cn-cofinite.
To prove this result, we need:
Lemma 2.10 For a generalized V -moduleW2 and a generalized V -submodule
W1 of W2, Cn(W2/W1) = (Cn(W2) +W1)/W1 as subspaces of W2/W1.
Proof. Note that both Cn(W2/W1) and (Cn(W2) +W1)/W1 consists of ele-
ments of the form
∑k
i=1 v
(i)
−nw
(i) +W1 for v
(i) ∈ V+ and w
(i) ∈ W2. So they
are the same.
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Lemma 2.11 If W1 is a Cn-cofinite generalized V -submodule of a general-
ized V -module W2 of finite length such that W2/W1 is Cn-cofinite, then W2
is also Cn-cofinite.
Proof. Let X1 be a subspace of W1 such that the restrictions to X1 of the
projection from W1 to W1/(Cn(W2) ∩W1) is a linear isomorphism. Let X2
be a subspace of W2 such that the restriction to X2 of the projection from
W2 to W2/(Cn(W2) + W1) is a linear isomorphism. Then we have W2 =
Cn(W2) +X1 +X2 and W2/Cn(W2) is isomorphic to X1 +X2.
Since Cn(W1) ⊂ (Cn(W2)∩W1), dimW1/(Cn(W2)∩W1) ≤ dimW1/C1(W1).
By assumption, dimW1/Cn(W1) <∞ and thus dimW1/(Cn(W2)∩W1) <∞.
By definition X1 is linearly isomorphic to W1/(Cn(W2) ∩W1). So X1 is also
finite-dimensional.
By definitionX2 is linearly isomorphic toW2/(Cn(W2)+W1) andW2/(Cn(W2)+
W1) is linearly isomorphic (W2/W1)/((Cn(W2) +W1)/W1). By Lemma 2.10,
(W2/W1)/((Cn(W2) +W1)/W1) = (W2/W1)/Cn(W2/W1) which by assump-
tion is finite dimensional. Thus X2 is also finite-dimensional.
SinceW2 = Cn(W2)+X1+X2 and both X1 and X2 are finite dimensional,
W2/Cn(W2) is finite dimensional.
Proof of Proposition 2.9 Since W is of finite length, there exist generalized
V -submodules W = W1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Wn+1 = 0 such that Wi/Wi+1 for i =
1, . . . , n are irreducible. By assumption, Wi/Wi+1 for i = 1, . . . , n and are
Cn-cofinite. Using Lemma 2.11 repeatedly, we obtain that W is Cn-cofinite
(and in fact Wi for i = 0, . . . , n are also Cn-cofinite).
In the next section, we shall need Zhu’s algebra [Zhu1] [Zhu2] and its gen-
eralizations by Dong, Li and Mason [DLM1] associated to a vertex operator
algebra. Here we study the relation between the cofiniteness conditions and
these associative algebras. We first recall those definitions, constructions and
results we need from [DLM1].
For n ∈ N, define a product ∗n on V by
u ∗n v =
n∑
m=0
(−1)m
(
m+ n
n
)
Resxx
−n−m−1Y ((1 + x)L(0)+nu, x)v
for u, v ∈ V . let On(V ) be the subspace of V spanned by elements of the form
Resxx
−2n−2Y ((1+x)L(0)+nu, x)v for u, v ∈ V and of the form (L(−1)+L(0))u
for u ∈ V .
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Theorem 2.12 ([DLM1]) The subspace On is a two-sided ideal of V under
the product ∗n and the product ∗n induces a structure of associative algebra
on the quotient An(V ) = V/On(V ) with the identity 1 + On(V ) and with
ω +On(V ) in the center of An(V ).
Remark 2.13 When n = 0, A0(V ) is the associative algebra first introduced
and studied by Zhu in [Zhu1] and [Zhu2].
We shall need the following result due to Dong-Li-Mason [DLM2] and
Miyamoto [Miy]:
Proposition 2.14 ([DLM2], [Miy]) For n ∈ N, if V is C2n+2-cofinite,
then An(V ) is finite dimensional. Moreover, dimAn(V ) ≤ dimV/C2n+2(V ).
Proof. For the first statement, the case n = 0 is exactly Proposition 3.6
in [DLM2]. Here we give a straightforward generalization of the proof of
Proposition 3.6 in [DLM2]. It is slightly different from the proof of the
general case in the proof of Theorem 2.5 in [Miy]. Our proof proves the
stronger second statement.
By definition, C2n+2(V ) are spanned by elements of the form u−2n−2v
for u, v ∈ V+. Since V is C2n+2-cofinite, there exists a finite dimensional
subspace X of V such that X + C2n+2(V ) = V . We need only show that
X +On(V ) = V .
By definition, On(V ) is spanned by elements of the form
Resxx
−2n−2Y ((1 + x)L(0)+nu, x)v
= u−2n−2v +
∑
k∈Z+
(
wt u+ n
k
)
uk−2n−2v
for u, v ∈ V and of the form (L(−1) + L(0))u for u ∈ V . We use induction
on the weight of elements of V . For any lowest weight vector w ∈ V , we have
w = w˜ +
∑m
i=1 u
i
−2n−2v
i where w˜ ∈ X and ui, vi ∈ V are homogeneous for
i = 1, . . . , m. Since ui−2n−2v
i are also lowest weight vectors, uik−2n−2v
i = 0
for i = 1, . . . , m and k ∈ Z+. Then we have
ui−2n−2v
i = Resxx
−2n−2Y ((1 + x)L(0)+nui, x)vi
for i = 1, . . . , m. We obtain
w = w˜ +
m∑
i=1
Resxx
−2n−2Y ((1 + x)L(0)+nui, x)vi ∈ X +On(V ).
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Assume that elements of weights less than l of V are contained in X+On(V ).
Then for w in V(l), there exists homogeneous w˜ ∈ X and homogeneous u
i, vi ∈
V for i = 1, . . . , m such that w = w˜ +
∑m
i=1 u
i
−2n−2v
i. Since the weights
of uik−2n−2v
i for i = 1, . . . , m and k ∈ Z+ are less than l, by induction
assumption,
uik−2n−2v
i ∈ X +On(V )
for i = 1, . . . , m and k ∈ Z+. Thus
w = w˜ +
m∑
i=1
ui−2n−2v
i
= w˜ +
m∑
i=1
Resxx
−2n−2Y ((1 + x)L(0)+nui, x)vi
−
m∑
i=1
∑
k∈Z+
(
wt ui + n
k
)
uik−2n−2v
i
∈ X +On(V ).
By induction principle, V = X +On(V ), which implies that An = V/On(V )
is finite dimensional.
Corollary 2.15 ([B]) If V is C2-cofinite and of positive energy, then for
n ∈ N, An(V ) is finite dimensional.
Proof. This follow immediately from Proposition 2.8 and Proposition 2.14.
Remark 2.16 Corollary 2.15 is in fact an easy special case of Corollary 5,5
in [B] when the weak V -module M there is equal to the vertex operator
algebra V .
3 Projective covers of irreducible modules and
the finite abelian category structure
Definition 3.1 Let C be a full subcategory of generalized V -modules. A
projective object of C is an object W of C such that for any objects W1 and
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W2 of C, any module map p : W → W2 and any surjective module map
q : W1 → W2, there exists a module map p˜ : W → W1 such that q ◦ p˜ = p.
Let W be an object of C. A projective cover of W in C is a projective object
U of C and a surjective module map p : U →W such that for any projective
object W1 of C and any surjective module map q : W1 → W , there exists a
surjective module map q˜ : W1 → U such that p ◦ q˜ = q.
In general, it is not clear whether an object of C has a projective cover in
C. But we have the following:
Proposition 3.2 If C is closed under the operations of taking finite direct
sums, quotients and generalized submodules and every object in C is com-
pletely reducible in C, then any irreducible generalized V -module in C equipped
with the identity map is a projective cover of the irreducible generalized V -
module itself.
Proof. LetW be an irreducible generalized V -module in C and 1W :W →W
the identity map. We first show that W is projective. Let W1 and W2 be
objects of C, p : W → W2 a module map and q : W1 → W2 a surjective
module map. Since W2 is completely reducible and W is irreducible, p(W ) is
irreducible summand of W2 and p is an isomorphism from W to p(W ). Since
W1 is also completely reducible and q is surjective, one of the irreducible
summand of W1 must be isomorphic to p(W ) under q. Let p˜ : W → W1 be
the composition of p and the inverse of the isomorphism from the irreducible
summand of W1 above to p(W ). By definition, we have q ◦ p˜ = p. So W is
projective.
Now let W1 be a projective object of C and q : W1 → W a surjective
module map. Let q˜ = q. Then 1W ◦ q˜ = q and so (W, 1W ) is the projective
cover of W .
In this section, we shall construct projective covers of irreducible V -
modules in the category of quasi-finite-dimensional generalized V -modules
when V satisfies certain conditions. Our tools are the associative algebras
An(V ), An(V )-modules and their relations with generalized V -modules. We
first need to recall the constructions and results from [DLM1].
Let W be a weak V -module and let
Ωn(W ) = {w ∈ W | ukw = 0 for homogeneous u ∈ V,wt u− k − 1 ≤ −n}.
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Theorem 3.3 ([DLM1]) The map v 7→ awt v−1 induces a structure of An(V )-
module on Ωn(W ).
The space Vˆ of operators on V of the form un for u ∈ V and n ∈
Z, equipped with the Lie Bracket for operators, is a Lie algebra by the
commutator formula for vertex operators. With the grading given by the
weights wt u−n−1 of the operators un when u is homogeneous, Vˆ is in fact
a Z-graded Lie algebra. We use Vˆ(n) to denote the homogeneous subspace of
weight n. Then Vˆ(0) and Pn(Vˆ ) =
∐∞
k=n+1 Vˆ(−k) ⊕ Vˆ(0) are subalgebras of Vˆ .
Proposition 3.4 ([DLM1]) The map given by vwt v−1 7→ v + On(V ) is a
surjective homomorphism of Lie algebras from Vˆ(0) to An(V ) equipped with
the Lie bracket induced from the associative algebra structure.
Let E be an An(V )-module. Then it is also a module for An(V ) when
we view An(V ) as a Lie algebra. By the proposition above, E is also a
Vˆ(0)-module. Let Vˆ(−k) for k < n act on E trivially. Then E becomes a
Pn(Vˆ )-module. Let U(·) be the universal enveloping algebra functor from
the category of Lie algebras to the category of associative algebras. Then
U(Vˆ )⊗U(Pn(Vˆ ))E is a Vˆ -module. If we let elements of E ⊂ U(Vˆ )⊗U(Pn(Vˆ ))E
to have degree n, then the Z-grading on Vˆ induces a N-grading on
U(Vˆ )⊗U(Pn(Vˆ )) E =
∐
m∈N
(U(Vˆ )⊗U(Pn(Vˆ ) E)(m)
such that U(Vˆ )⊗U(Pn(Vˆ ))E is a graded Vˆ -module. By the Poincare´-Birkhoff-
Witt theorem, (U(Vˆ ) ⊗U(Pn(Vˆ )) E)(m) = U(Vˆ )m−nE for m ∈ Z, where
U(Vˆ )m−n is the homogeneous subspace of U(Vˆ ) of degree m− n.
For u ∈ V , we define YMn(u, x) =
∑
k∈Z ukx
−k−1. These operators give a
vertex operator map
YMn : V ⊗ U(Vˆ )⊗U(Pn(Vˆ )) E → U(Vˆ )⊗U(Pn(Vˆ )) E[[x, x
−1]
for U(Vˆ ) ⊗U(Pn(Vˆ )) E. Let F be the subspace of U(Vˆ ) ⊗U(Pn(Vˆ )) E spanned
by coefficients of
(x2+x0)
wt u+nYMn(u, x2+x0)YMn(v, x2)w−(x2+x0)
wt u+nYMn(Y (u, x0)v, x2)w
for u, v ∈ V and w ∈ E and let
Mn(E) = (U(Vˆ )⊗U(Pn(Vˆ )) E)/U(Vˆ )F.
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Theorem 3.5 ([DLM1]) The vector space Mn(E) equipped with vertex op-
erator map induced from the one for U(Vˆ )⊗U(Pn(Vˆ )) E is an N-gradable V -
module with an N-grading Mn(E) =
∐
m∈N(Mn(E))(m) induced from the
N-grading of U(Vˆ )⊗U(Pn(Vˆ ))E such that (Mn(E))(0) 6= 0 and (Mn(E))(n) =
E. The N-gradable V -module satisfies the following universal property: For
any weak V -module W and An(V )-module map φ : E → Ωn(W ), there is
a unique homomorphism φ¯ : Mn(E) → W of weak V -modules such that
φ¯((Mn(E))(n)) = φ(E).
Remark 3.6 In [DLM1], Mn(E) is used to denote U(Vˆ ) ⊗U(Pn(Vˆ )) E and
M¯n(E) is used to denote what we denote by Mn(E) in this paper. We use
Mn(E) instead of M¯n(E) for simplicity. The reader should note the difference
in notations.
This finishes our brief discussion of the material in [DLM1] needed in the
present paper.
The constructions and results quoted above are for weak modules or N-
gradable V -modules. To apply them to our setting, we need the following:
Proposition 3.7 If E is finite-dimensional, then Mn(E) is a generalized
V -module.
Proof. By assumption, (Mn(E))(n) = E is finite-dimensional. Since L(0)
preserve the homogeneous subspace (Mn(E))(n) ofMn(E), we can view L(0)
as an operator on the finite-dimensional vector space (Mn(E))(n). Thus
(Mn(E))(n) can be decomposed into a direct sum of generalized eigenspaces
of L(0). This decomposition gives (Mn(E))(n) a new grading. SinceMn(E) is
generated by (Mn(E))(n), this new grading on (Mn(E))(n) and the Z-grading
on V gives a new grading onMn(E) such that the homogeneous subspaces are
generalized eigenspaces of L(0). SoMn(E) becomes a generalized V -module.
Recall the C1-cofiniteness condition for a vertex operator algebra
3 in the
preceding section.
3Recall that by our convention, the C1-cofiniteness condition for a vertex operator
algebra means the C1-cofiniteness condition in the sense of [Li] or the C
a
1
-cofiniteness
condition.
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Proposition 3.8 Let V be C1-cofinite. If a lower-truncated generalized V -
module W is finitely generated, then W is quasi-finite dimensional.
Proof. We need only discuss the case that W is generated by one homo-
geneous element w. Since W is lower-truncated, it is an N-gradable weak
V -module. Since V is C1-cofinite, we know from Theorem 3.10 in [KarL]
that there are homogeneous v1, . . . , vm ∈ V+ such that W is spanned by el-
ements of the form vi1p1 · · · v
ik
pk
w, for 1 ≤ i1, . . . , ik ≤ m, p1, . . . , pk ∈ Z and
l ∈ Z, satisfying
wt vi1p1 ≥ · · · ≥ wt v
ik1
pk1
> 0,
0 > wt v
ik1+1
pk1+1
≥ · · · ≥ wt v
ik2
pk2
and
wt v
ik2+1
pk2+1
= · · · = wt vikpk = 0.
Since v
ik2+1
pk2+1
· · · vikpkw ∈ W[wt w], we see that W is in fact spanned by elements
of the form vi1p1 · · · v
ik
pk
w˜, for 1 ≤ i1, . . . , ik ≤ m, p1, . . . , pk ∈ Z, l ∈ Z and
w˜ ∈ W[wt w], satisfying
wt vi1p1 ≥ · · · ≥ wt v
ik1
pk1
> 0
and
0 > wt v
ik1+1
pk1+1
≥ · · · ≥ wt vikpk .
But any element w˜ ∈ W[wt w] satisfies u
1
j1
· · ·urjrw˜ = 0 for homogeneous
u1, . . . , ur ∈ V and j1, . . . , jr ∈ Z when wt u
1
j1
· · ·urjr < −n. Thus we can
take k = k2 when n = 0 and we have
wt vi1p1 ≥ · · · ≥ wt v
ik1
pk1
> 0
and
0 > wt v
ik1+1
pk1+1
≥ · · · ≥ wt vikpk ≥ −n
when n > 0. From these inequalities and the fact that vik1+1 , . . . , vik ∈ V+,
we see that when n > 0,
k − k1 ≤ n,
pk1+1, . . . , pk > 0,
pk1+1 ≤ n + wt v
ik1+1 − 1 ≤ n+max(wt v1, . . . ,wt vm)− 1
· · · ,
pk ≤ n + wt v
ik − 1 ≤ n +max(wt v1, . . . ,wt vm)− 1.
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If ℜ(wt (vi1p1 · · · v
ik
pk
w˜)) ≤ R, then we have
wt vi1p1 + · · ·+ wt v
ik1
pk1
+ wt v
ik1+1
pk1+1
+ · · ·+ wt vikpk + ℜ(wt w˜) ≤ R.
Since
wt v
ik1+1
pk1+1
+ · · ·+ wt vikpk ≥ −n,
we obtain
0 < wt vi1p1 + · · ·+ wt v
ik1
pk1
+ ℜ(wt w˜) ≤ R + n.
Combining with the equalities we have above, we also obtain
R + n− ℜ(wt w˜) ≥ wt vi1p1 ≥ · · · ≥ wt v
ik1
pk1
> 0.
Thus we have
k1 ≤ R + n− ℜ(wt w˜) = R + n−ℜ(wt w),
p1, . . . , pk1 ≥ −R − n+ ℜ(wt w˜) = −R − n + ℜ(wt w),
p1 < wt v
i1 − 1 ≤ max(wt v1, . . . ,wt vm)− 1,
· · · ,
pk1 < wt v
ik1 − 1 ≤ max(wt v1, . . . ,wt vm)− 1.
All these inequalities for k1, k − k1, p1, . . . , pk shows that there are only
finitely many such numbers and thus there are only finitely many elements
which span the subspace
∐
ℜ(l)≤RW[l] of W . Thus the generalized V -module
W is quasi-finite dimensional.
Since the positive energy property and the C2-cofiniteness condition for V
imply the C1-cofiniteness condition for V , We have the following consequence:
Corollary 3.9 Let V be of positive energy and C2-cofinite. Then any finitely
generated lower-truncated generalized V -module is quasi-finite dimensional.
Remark 3.10 This corollary can also be proved directly using a similar
argument based on the spanning set for a weak V -module in [B], without
using Theorem 3.10 in [KarL].
Corollary 3.11 Let V be C1-cofinite. If E is finite dimensional, thenMn(E)
is quasi-finite dimensional.
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Proof. Since Mn(E) is a lower-truncated generalized V -module generated
by the finite-dimensional space E, by Proposition 3.8, it is quasi-finite di-
mensional.
This result together with Proposition 1.6 gives:
Theorem 3.12 Let V be C1-cofinite. For an irreducible N-gradable weak V -
module W , if Ω0(W ) is finite dimensional, then W is an ordinary V -module.
If, in addition, A0(V ) is semisimple, then every irreducible N-gradable weak
V -module is an ordinary V -module. In particular, if V is C1-cofinite and
A0(V ) is semisimple, then every irreducible lower-truncated generalized V -
module is an ordinary V -module.
Proof. Since Ω0(W ) is finite dimensional, M0(Ω0(W )) is a quasi-finite di-
mensional generalized V -module by Propositions 3.7 and 3.11. The identity
map from Ω0(W ) to itself extends to a module map from M0(Ω0(W )) to W .
Since W is irreducible, this module map must be surjective. Thus W as
the image of a quasi-finite dimensional generalized V -module must also be a
quasi-finite dimensional generalized V -module. By Proposition 1.6, W must
be an ordinary V -module.
If A0(V ) is semisimple, every irreducible A0(V )-module is finite dimen-
sional. Let W be an irreducible N-gradable weak V -module. Then Ω0(W ) is
an irreducible A0(V )-module and hence is finite dimensional. From what we
have just proved, W must be an ordinary V -module.
The following lemma is very useful:
Lemma 3.13 Let W be a grading-restricted generalized V -module and W1
the generalized V -submodule of W generated by a homogeneous element w ∈
Ω0(W ). Then there exists a generalized V -submodule W2 of W1 such that
W1/W2 is an irreducible V -module and has the lowest weight wt w.
Proof. Since w ∈ Ω0(W ), W1 has the lowest weight wt w. Then (W1)[wt w]
is an A0(V )-module. Since W is grading restricted, (W1)[wt w] is finite di-
mensional. It is easy to see by induction that any finite-dimensional module
for an associative algebra is always of finite length. In particular, (W1)[wt w]
is of finite length. Then there exists a A0(V )-submodule M of (W1)[wt w]
such that (W1)[wt w]/M is irreducible. It is also clear that any generalized
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V -submodule of W1 has a lowest weight. Let W2 be the sum of all gener-
alized V -submodules of W1 whose lowest weight spaces either have weights
with real parts larger than ℜ(wt w) or are contained in M . Since W2 is a
sum of generalized V -submodule of W1, it is also a generalized V -submodule
of W1. Since sums of elements of M and elements of weights with real parts
larger than ℜ(wt w) cannot be equal to w, W2 cannot contain w. Thus W2
is a proper generalized V -submodule of W1.
Assume thatW3 is a proper generalized V -submodule ofW1 and contains
W2 as a generalized V -submodule. As a generalized submodule of W1, W3
also has a lowest weight. Since M ⊂ W2 ⊂ W3, the lowest weight space of
W3 must contain M . But the lowest weight space of W3 must be M because
otherwise it is an A0(V )-module strictly larger than M but not containing
w, contradictory to the fact that (W1)[wt w]/M is irreducible. We conclude
that the lowest weight space of W3 is in fact M . Thus, by definition of W2,
W3 is contained in W2. Since by assumption, W3 contains W2, we must have
W3 = W2, proving that W1/W2 is irreducible. Since W is grading restricted,
so is W1/W2. Thus W1/W2 is an irreducible V -module. Since w ∈ W1 but
w 6∈ W2, the lowest weight of W1/W2 is wt w.
Using Proposition 1.8 and Lemma 3.13, we obtain the following result:
Proposition 3.14 Let S be the set of the lowest weights of irreducible V -
modules. Assume that for any N ∈ Z, the set {n ∈ S | ℜ(n) ≤ N} is
finite. Then a generalized V -module is grading-restricted if and only if it is
quasi-finite dimensional. In particular, the conclusion holds if there are only
finitely many inequivalent irreducible V -modules.
Proof. In view of Proposition 1.8, we need only prove that a grading-restricted
generalized V -module is quasi-finite dimensional.
Let W be a grading-restricted generalized V -module. We first show that
there exists a subset S0 of S such that W =
∐
n∈S0+N
W[n]. Let w be a
homogeneous element of W . We need only show that wt w ∈ S + N. The
generalized V -submodule of W generated by w is also grading restricted.
Note that this generalized V -submodule is graded by wt w + Z. Since it is
lower truncated and graded by wt w+Z, it must have a lowest weight of the
form wt −k for some k ∈ N. By Lemma 3.13, this lowest weight wt −k must
be the lowest weight of an irreducible V -module. So we obtain wt w− k ∈ S
or wt w ∈ S + k ⊂ S + N.
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Since for any N ∈ Z, {n ∈ S0 | ℜ(n) ≤ N} ⊂ {n ∈ S | ℜ(n) ≤ N}, by
assumption, {n ∈ S0 | ℜ(n) ≤ N} is also finite for any N ∈ Z. For any N ∈
Z, let KN be a nonnegative integer satisfying KN ≥ max{N−ℜ(n) | n ∈ S0}.
Then we have
∐
n∈S0+N,ℜ(n)≤N
W[n] ⊂
KN∐
i=0
∐
n∈S0+i,ℜ(n)≤N
W[n].
Since for each n, W[n] is finite dimensional and for i = 0, . . . , KN , {n ∈
S0 + i | ℜ(n) ≤ N} is finite, we see that
KN∐
i=0
∐
n∈S0+i,ℜ(n)≤N
W[n]
is finite dimensional. Thus W is quasi-finite dimensional.
Proposition 3.15 Assume that there exists N ∈ Z+ such that the real part
of the lowest weight of any irreducible V -module is less than or equal to N .
Then we have:
1. For any quasi-finite-dimensional generalized V -module W , Ω0(W ) is
finite dimensional.
2. Any quasi-finite-dimensional generalized V -module is of finite length.
Proof. Let w be a homogeneous element of Ω0(W ) and let W1 be the gener-
alized V -submodule ofW generated by w. Then by Lemma 3.13, there exists
a generalized V -submodule W2 ofW1 such thatW1/W2 is irreducible and the
lowest weight of W1/W2 is wt w. By assumption, we have ℜ(wt w) ≤ N . So
Ω0(W ) ⊂
∐
ℜ(n)≤N W[n]. Since W is quasi-finite dimensional, Ω0(W ) must
be finite dimensional, proving the first conclusion.
We now prove the second conclusion. Assume that there is a quasi-finite-
dimensional generalized V -module W which is not of finite length. We have
just proved that Ω0(W ) is finite dimensional. It is easy to see by induction
that any finite-dimensional module for an associative algebra must be of finite
length. Since Ω0(W ) is a finite-dimensional A0(V )-module, there exists a
finite composition series
M0 = Ω0(W ) ⊃M1 ⊃ · · · ⊃Mk ⊃ Mk+1 = 0
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of Ω0. Take a homogeneous element w1 ∈ M0 \M1. By Lemma 3.13, we
see that wt w1 is equal to the lowest weight of an irreducible generalized
V -module.
Let Ui be the generalized V -module generated by Mi for i = 0, . . . , k+1.
Since W is not of finite length, there exists i such that Ui/Ui+1 is not of
finite length. Since Ui/Ui+1 is not of finite length, it is in particular not
irreducible. So there exists a nonzero proper generalized V -submodule U
of Ui/Ui+1. Since Ui/Ui+1 is quasi-finite-dimensional, the nonzero proper
generalized V -submodule U is also quasi-finite-dimensional. Then we can
repeat the process of obtaining the homogeneous element w1 above to obtain
a nonzero homogeneous element w˜ ∈ Ω0(U).
Let W1 =W and let W2 be the generalized V -submodule of Ui generated
by the elements w ∈ Ui such that w +Wi+1 ∈ Ω0(U). Then W2 is a nonzero
proper generalized V -submodule of W1 = W . We know that Mi/Mi+1 is an
irreducible A0(V )-submodule of Ω0(Ui/Ui+1) and it generates Ui/Ui+1. Thus
Ω0(U) cannot contain any element of Mi/Mi+1. In particular, w1 cannot be
in W2. Let w2 be a homogeneous element of W1 such that w2 +Wi+1 = w˜.
Since w˜ ∈ Ω0(U), by Lemma 3.13, wt w˜ is equal to the lowest weight of an
irreducible V -module. Since wt w2 = wt w˜, wt w2 is also the lowest weight
of an irreducible V -module.
Repeating the process above, we obtain an infinite sequence {Wi}
∞
i=1 of
generalized V -submodules of W such that for i ∈ Z+, Wi+1 is a nonzero
proper V -submodule of Wi and a sequence {wi}
∞
i=1 of homogeneous elements
ofW such that wi ∈ Wi\Wi+1 and wt wi is the lowest weights of an irreducible
V -module.
The elements wi, i ∈ Z+, are linearly independent. In fact, if they are
not. there are λj ∈ C and wij in the sequence above for j = 1, . . . , l such
that λj are not all zero, i1 < · · · < il and
l∑
j=1
λjwij = 0.
We can assume that λ1 6= 0. Thus wi1 can be expressed as a linear combi-
nation of wi2, . . . , wil. Since wi ∈ Wi and Wij ⊂ Wi2 for j ≥ 2, we see that
wi2, . . . wil ∈ Wi2 . So we see that wi1 is a linear combination of elements
of Wi2. So wi1 as a linear combination of elements of Wi2 must also be in
Wi2 . But since i1 > i2, Wi2 is a proper submodule of Wi1. By construction,
wi1 6∈ Wi1+1 ⊃Wi2 . Contradiction. So wi, i ∈ Z+, are linearly independent.
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On the other hand, since wt wi are lowest weights of irreducible V -
modules, the real parts of their weights must be less than or equal to N .
Thus we have a linearly independent infinite subset of the finite-dimensional
vector space
∐
ℜ(n)≤N W[n]. Contradiction. So W is of finite length.
Corollary 3.16 If there are only finitely many inequivalent irreducible V -
modules, then every quasi-finite-dimensional generalized V -module, or equiv-
alently, every grading-restricted generalized V -module, is of finite length. In
particular, if A0(V ) is finite dimensional, every quasi-finite-dimensional gen-
eralized V -module, or equivalently, every grading-restricted generalized V -
module, is of finite length.
Proof. In this case, a generalized V -module is quasi-finite dimensional if
and only if it is grading restricted by Proposition 3.14, and the condition in
Proposition 3.15 is clearly satisfied. Thus the conclusion is true.
Corollary 3.17 Assume that V is C1-cofinite and that there exists N ∈ Z
such that the real part of the lowest weight of any irreducible V -module is
less than or equal to N . Let n ∈ N and let E be a finite-dimensional An(V )-
module. Then Mn(E) is quasi-finite dimensional and of finite length.
Proof. Since V is C1-cofinite and E is finite dimensional, by Proposition
3.11, Mn(E) is quasi-finite dimensional. By Theorem 3.15, Mn(E) is of finite
length.
Proposition 3.18 Let E be an An(V )-module. Then any eigenspace or gen-
eralized eigenspace of the operator ω + On(V ) ∈ An(V ) on M is also an
An(V )-module.
Proof. This result follows immediately from the fact that ω + On(V ) is in
the center of An(V ).
Corollary 3.19 Let E be a finite-dimensional An(V )-module, λ1, . . . , λk be
the generalized eigenvalues of the operator ω+On(V ) on E and E(λ1), . . . , E(λk)
the generalized eigenspaces of eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λk, respectively. Then E(λi)
for i = 1, . . . , k are An-modules and E =
∐k
i=1E(λi).
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When M = An(V ), we have:
Proposition 3.20 Assume that An(V ) is finite dimensional. Let λ1, . . . , λk
be the generalized eigenvalues of the operator ω + On(V ) on An(V ). Then
the generalized eigenspaces (An(V ))(λi) for i = 1, . . . , k are projective An(V )-
modules and An(V ) =
∐k
i=1(An(V ))(λi).
Proof. Since ω +On(V ) is in the center of An(V ), (An(V ))(λi) is an An(V )-
module. Since (An(V ))(λi) is a direct summand of the free An(V )-module
An(V ) itself, it is projective.
If an An(V )-module E is a generalized eigenspace of the operator ω +
On(V ) with eigenvalue λ, we call E a homogeneous An(V )-module of weight
λ.
Proposition 3.21 Let E be a homogeneous An(V )-module of weight λ. Then
Mn(E) =
∐
m∈N(Mn(E))[λ−n+m] and (Mn(E))[λ] = E, where (Mn(E))[λ−n+m]
is the generalized eigenspace of L(0) with eigenvalue λ− n +m.
Proof. The operator L(0) acts on E as ω + On(V ) and thus elements of
E has weight λ. The conclusion of the proposition now follows from the
construction of Mn(E).
Theorem 3.22 Assume that V is C1-cofinite and that there exists a positive
integer N such that |ℜ(n1)−ℜ(n2)| ≤ N for the lowest weights n1 and n2 of
any two irreducible V -modules. Let E be a finite-dimensional homogeneous
projective AN(V )-module whose weight is equal to the lowest weight of an
irreducible V -module. Then MN(E) is projective in the category of finite
length generalized V -modules.
Proof. By Propositions 3.17, we know that MN (E) is of finite length.
LetW1 andW2 be finite length generalized V -modules, f :MN(E)→W2
a module map and g : W1 → W2 a surjective module map. Let the weight
of E be nE . Then nE is the lowest weight of some irreducible V -module. By
Proposition 3.21, E as a subspace ofMN (E) is also of weight nE. By assump-
tion, the set of the real parts of the lowest weights of irreducible V -modules
must be bounded and the real parts of weights of any finite length general-
ized V -module must be larger than or equal to the real part of the lowest
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weight of an irreducible V -module. Thus we see that E is in ΩN (MN (E)).
Then f(E) is in ΩN(W2). Also (W1)(nE) and (W2)(nE) must be in ΩN(W1)
and ΩN (W2), respectively. Thus (W1)(nE) and (W2)(nE) are AN (V )-modules.
Since f and g are module maps and g is surjective, we have f(E) ⊂ (W2)(nE)
and g((W1)(nE)) = (W2)(nE). So the restriction α = f |E : E → (W2)(nE) and
β = g|(W1)(nE ) : (W1)(nE) → (W2)(nE) of f and g to E and (W1)(nE), respec-
tively, are AN(V )-module maps and β is surjective. Since E is projective,
there exists an AN (V )-module map α˜ : E → (W1)(nE) such that β ◦ α˜ = α.
By Theorem 3.5, there exists a unique V -module map f˜ :MN (E)→ W1 ex-
tending α˜. Since g ◦ f˜ :MN (E)→ W2 and f :MN (E)→ W2 are extensions
of β ◦ α˜ and α, respectively, and β ◦ α˜ = α, by the uniqueness in Theorem
3.5, we have g ◦ f˜ = f , proving that MN(E) is projective.
The following two theorems are the main results of this section:
Theorem 3.23 Assume that V is C1-cofinite and that there exists a positive
integer N such that |ℜ(n1) − ℜ(n2)| ≤ N for the lowest weights n1 and n2
of any two irreducible V -modules and AN(V ) is finite dimensional. Then
any irreducible V -module W is has a projective cover in the category of finite
length generalized V -modules.
Proof. Let W be an irreducible V -module with the lowest weight nW . Then
W(nW ) is a finite dimensional AN (V )-module generated by an arbitrary el-
ement. Since AN (V ) is finite dimensional, by Proposition 3.20, AN (V ) =∐k
i=1(AN (V ))(λi) and (AN(V ))(λi) for i = 1, . . . , k are projective AN (V )-
modules. Since W(nW ) is an AN (V )-module generated by one element, we
have a surjective AN(V )-module map from AN (V ) toW(nW ). But the AN (V )-
module map must preserve the weights, so under the AN (V )-module map,
(AN(V ))(λi) = 0 if λi 6= nW . Thus we have a surjective AN(V )-module map
from (AN(V ))(nW ) to W(nW ).
Now we decompose the finite-dimensional AN(V )-module (AN(V ))(nW )
into a direct sum of indecomposable AN(V )-modules. Take an indecompos-
able AN(V )-module E in the decomposition such that the image of E under
the AN(V )-module map from (AN (V ))(nW ) to W(nW ) is not 0. Since E is
a direct summand of the projective AN (V )-module (AN(V ))(nW ), E is also
projective. Since W is an irreducible V -module, W(nW ) is an irreducible
AN(V )-module. Thus the image of E under the AN (V )-module map from
(AN(V ))(nW ) to W(nW ) must be equal to W(nW ). We denote the restriction to
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E of the AN (V )-module map from (AN(V ))(nW ) to W(nW ) by α. Then p is
surjective.
We first prove that (E, α) is a projective cover ofW(nW ) in the category of
AN(V )-modules. Let E1 be an AN (V )-submodule of E such that E1+kerα =
E. Let e1 : E1 → E be the embedding map. Then α1 = p◦e1 where α1 = α|E1
is the restriction of α to E1. Since α is surjective, α1 must also be surjective.
Since E is projective and α1 is surjective, there exists an AN (V )-module map
β1 : E → E1 such that α1 ◦ β1 = α. Also we have α1 ◦ β1 ◦ e1 = α ◦ e1 = α1.
Let E2 = β1(E1) ⊂ E1 and α2 = α1|E2 = α|E2 : E2 → W(nW ). Then
α2(E2) = (α1 ◦ β1)(E1)
= (α1 ◦ β1 ◦ e1)(E1)
= α1(E1)
= W(nW ),
that is, α2 is surjective. Since E is projective, we have an AN(V )-module
map β2 : E → E2 such that α2 ◦ β2 = α. Let e2 : E2 → E be the embedding
from E2 to E. Then we have p ◦ e2 = α2 and so we also have α2 ◦ β2 ◦ e2 =
α ◦ e2 = α2. Repeating this procedure, we obtain a sequence of AN (V )-
modules E ⊃ E1 ⊃ E2 ⊃ · · · and AN (V )-module maps βi : E → Ei and
αi : Ei → E for i ∈ Z+ such that Ei+1 = βi(Ei), αi ◦ βi = α, α ◦ ei = αi and
αi ◦ βi ◦ ei = αi, where ei : Ei → E for i ∈ Z+ are the embedding maps from
Ei to E. Since E is of finite length, there exists l ∈ Z+ such that El+1 = El.
Thus El = El+1 = βl(El) and so βl ◦ el : El → El is surjective.
We now show that γ = βl◦el must be an isomorphism. In fact, if not, then
ker g 6= 0. Let K = ker g and γ−q(K) = γ−1(g−(q−1)(K)) for q ∈ N. We have
a sequence K ⊂ γ−1(K) ⊂ γ−2(K) ⊂ · · · of AN(V )-submodules of E. Since
E is of finite length, there must be q ∈ N such that γ−(q+1)(K) = γ−q(K).
Applying γq+1 to both sides, we obtain K = 0, proving that γ is injective.
Since γ is also surjective, it is an isomorphism.
Thus (g−1 ◦ βl) ◦ el = 1El, the identity map on El. This shows that
E = El ⊕ ker(g
−1 ◦ βl). Since E is indecomposable and El 6= 0, we must
have ker(g−1 ◦ βl) = 0 and E = El. Thus E1 = E, proving that (E, α) is a
projective cover of W(nW ).
By Theorem 3.22, MN (E) is a projective finite length generalized V -
module and by Theorem 3.5, there is a unique module map p : MN (E) →
W extending the AN (V )-module map α : E → W(nW ) above. Since W is
irreducible and p 6= 0, p must be surjective. If there is another projective
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finite length generalized V -moduleW1 and a surjective module map q : W1 →
W , there must be a module map q˜ : W1 → MN (E) such that p ◦ q˜ = q.
Since (MN(E))[nW ] = E, we see that q˜((W1)[nW ]) ⊂ E. Since q is surjective,
q((W1)[nW ]) = W(nW ). Thus
α(q˜((W1)[nW ])) = p(q˜((W1)[nW ]))
= q((W1)[nW ])
= W(nW ).
This implies that q˜((W1)[nW ]) + kerα = E. Since (E, α) is a projective cover
of W(nW ), we must have q˜((W1)[nW ]) = E. Since MN (E) is generated by E,
the image of W1 under q˜ is MN(E). So q˜ is surjective. Thus (MN(E), p) is a
projective cover of W .
Recall from [EO] that an abelian category over C is called finite if every
object is of finite length, every space of morphisms is finite dimensional, there
are only finitely many inequivalent simple objects and every simple object
has a projective cover.
Theorem 3.24 Assume that V is C1-cofinite and that there exists a positive
integer N such that |ℜ(n1) − ℜ(n2)| ≤ N for the lowest weights n1 and n2
of any two irreducible V -modules and AN(V ) is finite dimensional. Then
the category of grading-restricted generalized V -modules is a finite abelian
category over C.
Proof. By Propositions 3.14 and 3.15, every object in the category is of finite
length. By Theorem 3.23, every object in the category has a projective cover.
Since AN(V ) is finite dimensional, there are only finitely many inequivalent
irreducible (simple) objects.
Let W1 and W2 be grading-restricted generalized V -modules. Then they
are of finite length. By Proposition 1.7, they are both finitely generated. In
particular, W1 is generated by elements of weights whose real parts are less
than or equal to some real number R. So module maps from W1 to W2 are
determined uniquely by their restrictions to the subspace
∐
ℜ(n)≤R(W1)[n] of
W1. SinceW1 andW2 are also quasi-finite dimensional and module maps pre-
serve weights, these restrictions are maps between finite-dimensional vector
spaces and in particular, the space of these restrictions is finite dimensional.
Thus the space of module maps from W1 to W2 is finite dimensional.
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4 The tensor product bifunctors and braided
tensor category structure
We consider a vertex operator algebra V satisfying the following conditions:
1. V is C1-cofinite
4.
2. There exists a positive integer N such that |ℜ(n1)−ℜ(n2)| ≤ N for the
lowest weights n1 and n2 of any two irreducible V -modules and such
that AN(V ) is finite dimensional.
3. Every irreducible V -module is R-graded and C1-cofinite
5.
Proposition 4.1 If V is C2-cofinite and of positive energy, then V satisfies
Conditions 1–3 above.
Proof. By Remark 2.7, V is C1-cofinite. By Corollary 2.15, An(V ) are finite-
dimensional for n ∈ N. In particular, there are only finitely many inequiva-
lent irreducible V -modules. So Condition 2 is satisfied. From Theorem 5.10
in [Miy] and Proposition 5.3 in [ABD], we know that every irreducible V -
modules is is Q-graded and C2-cofinite and thus is in particular C1-cofinite.
In this section, we shall assume that V satisfies Conditions 1–3 above. By
Proposition 4.1, if V is C2-cofinite and of positive energy, this assumption
is satisfied. Thus the results in this section hold if V is C2-cofinite and of
positive energy.
Proposition 4.2 For a vertex operator algebra V satisfying Conditions 1
and 2 above, every irreducible N-gradable weak V -module is an irreducible V -
module and there are only finitely many inequivalent irreducible V -modules.
In particular, every lower-truncated irreducible generalized V -module is an
irreducible V -module.
4Recall our convention that by a the vertex operator algebra V being C1-cofinite, we
mean that V is C1-cofinite in the sense of [Li] or C
a
1
-cofinite.
5Recall that by a V -module being C1-cofinite, we mean that the V -module is C1-cofinite
in the sense of [H6] but not necessarily Ca1 -cofinite or C1-cofinite in the sense of [Li].
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Proof. Since AN (V ) is finite dimensional, A0(V ) as the image of a surjec-
tive homomorphism from AN (V ) to A0(V ) (see Proposition 2.4 in [DLM1])
must also be finite dimensional. Thus there are only finitely many inequiv-
alent irreducible A0(V )-modules. By Theorem 2.2.2 in [Zhu2], there are
only finitely many inequivalent irreducible V -modules. For an irreducible
N-gradable weak V -module W , Ω0(W ) is an irreducible A0(V )-module by
Theorem 2.2.2 in [Zhu2] and thus must be finite dimensional. By Propo-
sition 3.12, every irreducible N-gradable weak V -module is an irreducible
V -module.
Proposition 4.3 For a vertex operator algebra V satisfying Conditions 1
and 2 above, the category of grading-restricted generalized V -modules, the
category of quasi-finite-dimensional generalized V -modules and the category
of finite length generalized V -modules are the same.
Proof. From Propositions 1.9 and 3.15, we see that the category of grading-
restricted generalized V -modules is the same as the category of finite length
generalized V -modules and from Propositions 1.8 and 3.14, we see that the
category of grading-restricted generalized V -modules is the same as the cat-
egory of quasi-finite-dimensional generalized V -modules.
We use C to denote the category in the proposition above. In this section,
we shall use the results obtained in the preceding sections to show that the
category C satisfies all the assumptions to use the logarithmic tensor product
theory in [HLZ1] and [HLZ2]. Thus by the results of this paper and the theory
developed in [HLZ1] and [HLZ2], we shall see that C has a natural structure
of braided tensor category.
Proposition 4.4 Let W1, W2 and W3 be objects of C. Then the fusion rule
NW3W1W2 is finite.
Proof. By the definition of the category C, W1, W2 and W3 are of finite
length. Since every irreducible V -modules is C1-cofinite, by Proposition 2.9,
W1, W2 and W3 are also C1-cofinite. On the other hand, we also know that
W1, W2 and W3 are quasi-finite dimensional. Now the proof of Theorem
3.1 in [H6] still works when W1, W2 and W3 are quasi-finite-dimensional
generalized V -modules. So the fusion rule NW3W1W2 is finite.
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Recall the definition ofW1 P (z)W2 for two generalized V -modulesW1 and
W2 in C in [HLZ1] and [HLZ2]. Note that W1 P (z)W2 depends on our choice
of C.
Theorem 4.5 Let W1 and W2 be objects in C. Then W1 P (z)W2 (defined
using the category C) is also in C.
Proof. By the definition of W1 P (z)W2, it is a sum of finite length general-
ized V -submodules of (W1 ⊗W2)
∗. We denote the set of these finite length
generalized V -modules appearing in the sum and their finite sums (still finite
length generalized V -modules) by S. We want to prove that W1 P (z)W2 is
also of finite length.
Assume that W1 P (z)W2 is not of finite length. Then take any finite
length generalized V -module M1 in S. Since W1 P (z)W2 is not of finite
length, M1 is not equal to W1 P (z)W2. So we can find M2 in S such that
M1 ⊂ M2 but M1 6= M2. For example, we can take any finite length gen-
eralized V -module in S which is not a generalized submodule of M1 and
then take M2 to be the sum of M1 and this finite length generalized V -
module in S. Since W1 P (z)W2 is not of finite length, this procedure can
continue infinitely and we get a sequence {Mi}i∈Z+ of finite length general-
ized V -modules in S such that Mi ⊂ Mj when i ≤ j but Mi 6= Mj when
i 6= j. For every i ∈ Z+, since Mi is of finite length, Mi/Mi+1 is also of
finite length. Thus there exists a generalized V -submodule Ni of Mi such
that Mi+1 ⊂ Ni and (Mi/Mi+1)/(Ni/Mi+1) is an irreducible V -module, or
equivalently, Mi/Ni is an irreducible V -module. (Note that by our assump-
tion, every lower-truncated irreducible generalized V -module is an irreducible
V -module.) Since there are only finitely many equivalence classes of irre-
ducible V -modules, infinitely many of the irreducible V -modules Mi/Ni for
i ∈ Z+ are isomorphic. Let {Mi/Ni}i∈B be an infinite set such that Mi/Ni
for i ∈ B ⊂ Z+ are isomorphic to an irreducible V -module M .
By Theorem 3.23, there exists a projective cover (P, p) of M in the cat-
egory C. Since Mi/Ni are isomorphic to M , there exists surjective module
map pii : Mi → M whose kernel is Ni. Since P is projective, there exist
module maps pi : P → Mi such that pii ◦ pi = p. If pi(P ) ⊂ Ni, then
p(P ) = pii(pi(P )) = 0 since the kernel of pii is Ni. This is contradictory to
the surjectivity of p. Thus pi(P ) is not a generalized V -submodule of Ni.
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The embeddingMi → W1 P (z)W2 give P (z)-intertwining maps Ji of types(
M ′i
W1W2
)
as follows: For mi ∈Mi, w1 ∈ W1 and w2 ∈ W2,
〈mi, Ji(w1 ⊗ w2)〉 = mi(w1 ⊗ w2).
Let Ii = p
′
i ◦ Ji. Then Ii are P (z)-intertwining maps of types
(
P ′
W1W2
)
. We
now show that these intertwining maps are linearly independent.
Assume that there exist λi ∈ C, of which only finitely many are possibly
not 0, such that ∑
i∈B
λiIi = 0.
For w ∈ P , w1 ∈ W1 and w2 ∈ W2, we obtain
0 =
〈
w,
(∑
i∈B
λiIi
)
(w1 ⊗ w2)
〉
=
∑
i∈B
λi〈w, (p
′
i(Ji(w1 ⊗ w2))〉
=
∑
i∈B
λi〈pi(w), Ji(w1 ⊗ w2)〉
=
∑
i∈B
λi(pi(w))(w1 ⊗ w2).
Since w1 and w2 are arbitrary,∑
i∈B
λipi(w) = 0.
Since w ∈ P is also arbitrary, ∑
i∈B
λipi = 0.
If there exist i ∈ B such that λi 6= 0. Then there exists i0 ∈ B which is the
smallest in B such that λi0 6= 0. We see that pi0 can be written as a linear
combination of pi, i ∈ B and i > i0. We know that pi(P ) is in Mi and pi0(P )
is in Mi0 but not in Ni0 which contains but is not equal to Mi for i > i0.
Contradiction. So λi = 0 for all i ∈ B, proving the linear independence of Ii.
Since Ii for i ∈ B are linearly independent, the dimension of intertwining
maps of type
(
P ′
W1W2
)
is infinite and thus the fusion rule NPW1W2 = ∞. Since
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W1, W2 and P are in C and so must be quasi-finite dimensional, by Propo-
sition 4.4, NPW1W2 < ∞. Contradiction. Thus W1 P (z)W2 must be of finite
length and thus is in the category C.
Corollary 4.6 The category C is closed under P (z)-tensor products.
We now verify the other assumptions in [HLZ1] and [HLZ2].
Proposition 4.7 For any object in C, the weights form a discrete set of
rational numbers and there exists K ∈ Z+ such that (L(0)− L(0)s)
K = 0 on
W .
Proof. By Corollary 5.10 in [Miy], we know that weights of irreducible V -
modules must be in Q. Thus for each irreducible V -module, there exists
h ∈ Q such that the weights of the irreducible V -module are given by h+ k
for k ∈ N. For any finite length generalized V -module W , there is a finite
composition series W = W1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Wn ⊃ Wn+1 = 0 of generalized V -
submodules of W such that Wi/Wi+1 for i = 1, . . . , n are irreducible. Then
W as a graded vector space is isomorphic to
∐n
i=1(Wi/Wi+1). Since Wi/Wi+1
are irreducible, there are hi ∈ Q such that the weights of Wi/Wi+1 are hi+k
for k ∈ N. Thus the weights of W are hi + k for k ∈ N, i = 1, . . . , n and
clearly form a discrete subset of Q.
For any weight m, (L(0)−m)W[m] is a subspace of W[m] invariant under
L(0). It cannot be equal to W[m] since there are eigenvectors of L(0) in W[m].
Since W/W2 is an ordinary V -module, (L(0) − m)(W/W2)[m] = 0, that is,
(L(0)−m)W[m] ⊂ (W2)[m]. Similarly we have (L(0)−m)
i(W[m]) ⊂ (Wi+1)[m].
Since Wn+1 = 0, we have (L(0)−m)
n(W[m]) = 0. So we can take K = n and
then we have (L(0)− L(0)s)
K = 0 on W .
Together with Proposition 7.11 in [HLZ2], we see that Assumption 7.10
in [HLZ2] holds for our category C:
Proposition 4.8 For any objects W1, W2 and W3 of C, any logarithmic
intertwining operator Y of type
(
W3
W1W2
)
and any w1 ∈ W1 and w2 ∈ W2, the
powers of x and log x occurring in Y(w1, x)w2 form a unique expansion set
of the form D × {1, . . . , N} where D is a discrete set of rational numbers.
The definition of C, Remark 1.4 and Proposition 1.5 give us the following:
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Proposition 4.9 The category C is a full subcategory of GMsg closed under
the operations of taking contragredients, finite direct sums, generalized V -
submodules and quotient generalized V -modules.
The following result verifies the last assumption we need:
Theorem 4.10 The convergence and the expansion conditions for intertwin-
ing maps in C hold. For objects W1, W2, W3, W4, W5, M1 and M2 of C,
logarithmic intertwining operators Y1, Y2 and Y3 of types
(
W5
W1M1
)
,
(
M1
W2M2
)
and
(
M2
W3W4
)
, respectively, z1, z2, z3 ∈ C satisfying |z1| > |z2| > |z3| > 0 and
w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈ W2, w(3) ∈ W3, w(4) ∈ W4 and w
′
(5) ∈ W
′
5, the series∑
m,n∈C
〈w′(5),Y1(w(1), z1)pim(Y2(w(2), z2)pin(Y2(w(3), z3)w(4)))〉W5
is absolutely convergent and can be analytically extended to a multivalued
analytic function on the region given by z1, z2, z3 6= 0, z1 6= z2, z1 6= z3 and
z2 6= z3 with regular singular points at z1 = 0, z2 = 0, z3 = 0, z1 = ∞,
z2 =∞, z3 =∞, z1 = z2, z1 = z3 or z2 = z3.
Proof. By Theorems 11.2 and 11.4 in [HLZ2] (see Remark 12.2 in [HLZ2]),
we need only prove that every object of C satisfies the C1-cofiniteness con-
dition, every finitely-generated lower-truncated generalized V -module is in
C and every object in C is quasi-finite dimensional. Our assumption in
the beginning of this section gives the C1-cofiniteness and our definition of
the category gives the quasi-finite dimensionality. By Proposition 3.8, every
finitely-generated lower-truncated generalized V -module is in C.
Using the results above and Theorem 12.13 in [HLZ2], we obtain:
Theorem 4.11 The category C, equipped with the tensor product functor
⊠P (1) =
′
P (1), the unit object V , the braiding, associativity, the left and right
unit isomorphisms given in Subsection 12.2 of [HLZ2], is a braided tensor
category.
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